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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

O n Thursday, November 15, 1962. The Board met in the Board Room at

10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman

Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman

Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Shepardson

Mr. King
Mr. Mitchell

There

1962,

Mr. Sherman, Secretary

Miss Carmichael, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Young, Adviser to the Board and Director,

Division of International Finance

Mr. Fauver, Assistant to the Board

Mr. Noyes, Director, Division of Research and

Statistics

Mr. Solomon, Director, Division of Examinations

Mr. Hexter, Assistant General Counsel

Mr. O'Connell, Assistant General Counsel

Mr. Holland, Adviser, Division of Research

and Statistics

Mr. Leavitt, Assistant Director, Division of

Examinations

Mr. Thompson, Assistant Director, Division

of Examinations

Mr. Stephenson, Special Assistant, Division

of Examinations

Miss Hart, Senior Attorney, Legal Division

Mr. Eckert, Chief, Banking Section, Division

of Research and Statistics

Mr. Smith, Senior Economist, Division of

Research and Statistics

Mr. Veenstra, Technical Assistant, Division

of Bank Operations

Survey of negotiable time certificates of deposit (Item No. 1).

had been distributed a memorandum from Mr. Noyes dated November 9,

recommending that the System conduct a one-time survey of

negotiable time certificates at large banks. Over the last 20 months,

r°/-1°I.ring announcement by leading banks in New York City that they
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llould actively promote issuance of such certificates, particularly to

large corporations, the volume outstanding had become substantial and

these time certificates had become an important money market instrument.

The Purposes of the survey (which had been developed by the Committee

°4 Banking and Credit Policy, endorsed by the System Research Advisory

Ccmlmittee, and cleared by the Presidents' Conference Committee on

Research and Statistics) would be (a) to help provide a basis for judging

whether a regular reporting series on negotiable certificates was needed,

(b) if such a series appeared desirable, to supply information needed

tor designing a suitable reporting form and respondent bank sample. If

the survey were approved by the Board, arrangements would be made for it

t° be conducted by the Federal Reserve Banks at the earliest practicable

date.

Attached to the memorandum was a draft of letter to the Presidents

or ail Federal Reserve Banks that would indicate that the Board had

44th°rized the survey and outline the procedures for carrying it out.

In commenting on the proposed survey, Mr. Noyes stated that it

e°1114
be conducted without placing any great burden on either the

Reserve Banks or the commercial banks.

During the discussion that followed, Governor King suggested

tl'41t/ if a statistical series on negotiable certificates were established,

e°4sideration be given to incorporating the new series in a reporting

r°rm already in use. By following this procedure, the request for

114d1t1.onal information might be less aggravating to member banks.
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The letter to the Presidents of all Federal Reserve Banks

indicating the Board's approval of the survey was then approved

Urisalimously, together with a letter to the Bureau of the Budget requesting

aPProval of the survey form.

is attached as Item No. 1.

Messrs. Holland and Eckert then withdrew from the meeting.

Application of United Virginia Bankshares, Incorporated. 

C°4sideration had been given at the meetings of the Board on November 6

14, 1962, to an application of United Virginia Bankshares, Incorporated,

Richmond, Virginia, to become a bank holding company through the

4eqU1sition of more than 50 per cent of the voting shares of each of

the following banks located in Virginia: Citizens Marine Jefferson

Rank) Newport News; First and Citizens National Bank of Alexandria,

Alexandria; First National Trust and Savings Bank of Lynchburg, Lynchburg;

Merchants and Farmers Bank of Franklin, Frarklin; State-Planters Bank

Of 
Commerce and Trusts, Richmond; and The Vienna Trust Company, Vienna.

At the meeting on November 14 it had been agreed to defer further

e°4sideration of the application until members of the Board had an

°1)Portunity to read a statement on the competitive factors in this case

that had been received on November 13 from the Department of Justice.

In that report the conclusion had been reached that approval of the

'114/lication would have substantial adverse effects on competition and

1()111(1 contribute to the tendency toward monopoly in commercial banking

14 
Virginia.

A copy of the letter to the Reserve Banks
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As had been pointed out in a memorandum from the Division of

Ebcaminations dated October 30, 1962, which had been distributed to the

Members

bank in

bank in

of the Board, State-Planters, which would be the principal

the proposed holding company system, was the second largest

Virginia. After formation of the system, the applicant would

e°4trol the largest banking organization in the State, with deposits

Of about $356 million, as against First and Merchants National Bank of

Richmond with $322 million, and Virginia Commonwealth Corporation with

$181 million.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond had recommended approval

°I' the application, having concluded that the vicinities involved and

the State as a whole would benefit by the formation of the proposed

h°1d1
ng company. The Commissioner of Banking for the Commonwealth of

Vilsginia had also recommended approval of the application, and in a

altement filed with the Board the State Corporation Commission, of

whieh the laiDreau of Banking is a part, set forth views of Virginia

411thorities that expanding banking resources were needed to promote

ee°11°mic growth in the State of Virginia. Similarly, the Comptroller

c)r the Currency in a report to the Board stated that the formation of

this Proposed company would be "a step toward the concentration of funds

IleeessarY to the future economic development of the state."

The Board's Division of Examinations had concluded that the

tinim
-"cial history, conditions, prospects, and management of the six

bezks
under the applicant's control would be satisfactory, that favorable
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considerations with respect to convenience, needs, and welfare outweighed

841Y Possible adverse effects, and that approval would be consistent with

the Public interest.

A memorandum from the Board's Legal Division dated November 5,

1962, which had been distributed to the members of the Board, indicated

that approval of the application would to some extent advance the

Concentration of banking resources in Virginia, and the concentration,

48 /rell as the potential effect on competition that would result from

al/Proval of the present application, was greater than in the Virginia

C°mmonwealth case. However, the Legal Division did not believe that

the degree of concentration of banking resources or the potential

diminution of banking competition which would result from consummation

t the proposal approached so closely to that in either the Morgan New

Y°rk State Corporation or the First Bancorporation of Florida cases as

to require disapproval under the standards established by the Board in

It8 denial of those two applications earlier this year.

At Chairman Martin's request, Mr. Solomon commented on the

8.11)lication, his remarks being based essentially on information contained

in 
the October 30 memorandum of the Division of Examinations. In his

Illialnis) he compared the proposal of United Virginia with that of

MOrn•
tAn New York State Corporation and First Bancorporation of Florida,

414d Pointed out certain differences. In the view of the Division of

°E1131inations, the Virginia application could be distinguished from the

'3ther two as a matter of degree relating to the fourth and fifth factors
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considered in bank holding company applications. With reference to the

r°111-L11 factor, there appeared to be greater prospective benefits to be

derived in the present application than in the other two. He noted,

however, that the Division of Examinations did not contemplate that the

advantages would be as extensive as had been claimed by the applicant

ahd the Reserve Bank. With reference to the fifth factor, the subsidiary

banks that United Virginia proposed to acquire were smaller, the degree

of concentration was less, and the amount of competition among the

banks involved was less than in the other two cases.

Mr. Solomon concluded his remarks by indicating that it was the

view Of the Division of Examinations that on balance the favorable

rIlet°rs in the application outweighed those that were unfavorable.

Ac"rd'inglY, it was recommended that the application be approved.

There being no questions, Chairman Martin called for the views

of the Board members on the application.

Governor Mills stated that he concurred completely with the

8.481
Ysi5 presented by the Division of Examinations and that he would,

"c°1"dingly, vote to approve the application. It was his view that the

tiiiislon had defined appropriately the markets in which the subsidiary

1341.14 of the proposed holding company would operate, particularly the

41'ect or Northern Virginia which included properly the metropolitan area

or We'shington, D. C. In the document submitted by the Department of

44stice it was interesting to note the reference to the Supreme Court's

deei
"`slon in the Brown Shoe case in which so much emphasis had been
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Placed on the phrase that at some point an administrative body should

draw a line as between when and where competition ends and monopoly begins.

However, he could detect nothing in this case that would justify accepting

the position of the Department of Justice and drawing a line at this point.

If that were done in subservience to the dictum of the Department of Justice,

he was fearful that the Board would in effect be surrendering some of its

independent responsibility to measure each application submitted and make

a decision on the merits involved. This was especially true in a holding

e°111PanY application, where any further expansion of the company was com-

Pletely within the Board's discretion. By and large, he believed the

Proposed acquisitions by United Virginia would not result in a concentration

c)r banking resources in the State of Virginia inconsistent with the spirit

44d language of the Bank Holding Company Act. Aside from the Board's

resPonsibility in the area of bank holding company applications, the

Virginia State legislature, in its understanding of both State and Federal

la" having to do with bank holding companies, had reached a conclusion

444 enacted legislation indicating that expansion through branch banking

°r holding companies was consistent with the best interests of the State

'r virginia.

Governor Robertson said that a review of the Justice Department

l'ePc)rt convinced him further that the views he had expressed on the United

1111‘ginia proposal at the November 6 meeting were right and should not be

ehanged.

it could

Accordingly, he would vote to disapprove the application. Although

be argued that the present case was different from the Morgan 
and

Plorida cases, those differences were relative and should not obscure the
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broad considerations of principle involved. In this case the facts

should be related to the State of Virginia; if the proposed holding

e°mPanY were to be located in some other State, the situation there

liould be different. Nevertheless, the principles in the Morgan and

Plorida cases were applicable to the current proposal, which represented

a trend toward concentration in banking resources.

Governor Robertson said that he agreed with the Division of

Examinations that the benefits to be derived from the proposal had been

gr°sslY exaggerated. For example, the applicant had claimed that banks

with large aggregations of banking resources were needed to provide

larger loans in Virginia. In this case the loans of the six subsidiary

banks amounted to about 54 per cent of their aggregate deposits, which

raeant that their funds were rather fully invested at this time.

Accordingly, it would not appear that the lending capacity of the banks

11°4101 be increased to any degree as a result of their acquisition by

the holding company. He concluded by observing that approval of the

aPPlioation would have the effect of concentrating further the control

°I1 banks in Virginia, and the Bank Holding Company Act had been designed

to Prevent that from happening.

Governor Shepardson stated that he would vote to approve the

application on the basis of the analysis presented by the Division of

4aminations.

Governor King said he thought the application of First

13841corporation of Florida was the most relevant to that of United

ginia. In the Virginia proposal, however, the adverse competitive
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effect was almost nil, whereas in the Florida case there would have been

SO me material reduction of competition, particularly in the correspondent

banking area. He believed that the range in size of the banks to be

acqUired should also be taken into consideration. In the Virginia case,

invaving one large bank and five smaller banks, the small banks would

be more likely to benefit by the proposal than any of the banks in the

111°r1da case, where the banks as a whole were larger and more on a par

Irith each other. After weighing the two cases, it was his view that

there were less adverse competitive factors in the Virginia proposal,

alld there was somewhat more hope that the holding company banks would

benefit. These factors would in his judgment throw the balance in the

(lirection of approval.

Governor King then referred to the application of First Oklahoma

Ilalleorporation, Inc., on which the Board's recent action had not yet

been announced. He noted that in the Oklahoma case a common ownership

Of 
the two subsidiary banks already existed and, as a result, the

spin,
----4-Ler bank was already receiving some of the benefits of association

Irith the larger bank. In the Virginia case there was no common ownership

°t the banks. Accordingly, the smaller banks had not received any

belleftts that might be derived from association with a larger organization.

Re felt that the proposal in the Virginia application illustrated the

etent to which a holding company might go and still get the Board's

417:11r°v8.1. For the reasons indicated, Governor King said he would cast

48 vote for approval of the Application.
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Governor Mitchell commented that this seemed to be a border-

line case and, accordingly, a matter of judgment was involved. From an

"ftanic point of view he did not believe that the proposed combination

or banks was a sensible one. The Alexandria bank, located within the

nietroPblitan area of Washington, D. C., did not seem to belong in the

glr°41:1, and in his view much of the language in the application and in

the analYsis having to do with the Alexandria area seemed somewhat

irrelevant. He did not think it would be possible for that bank to

generate deposits that could be used elsewhere in the State. In addition,

it 'lid not appear that the bank needed the advantages that could be

a•trorded by a larger organization. After considering the case, he could

40t iltstify approval on positive grounds of benefit to the banks concerned.

Governor Mitchell thought it was easy to distinguish this case

the Morgan and Florida cases, and he followed the same line of

l'eas°fling as that expressed by Governor King with respect to the Florida

131‘°15°883-• Governor Mitchell went on to say that he had come down to

the wire feeling that he could not find anything wrong enough with the

al3171/ ion to cast an adverse vote. Originally he had been inclined

to ircte for denial because he had been horrified at the applicant's

as to the benefits that might be expected to result from the

151'9P°8al. Now, after talking with President Wayne of the Federal

11e6erve Bank of Richmond regarding the whole banking picture in Virginia

4114 the intent of the State to expand banking resources through mergers

444 the holding company device, he had decided to vote for approval of
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the application application and then observe what the State proposed to do with its

banking system.

Governor Balderston commented that he found himself in somewhat

the same position as Governor Mitchell on the instant application.

After talking with members of the Examinations Division staff, he now

thought he could see reasons on the banking factors' side that would

l'ia-rrant approval of the application. In his own analysis of the case,

he had asked himself what advantages the State of Virginia might

l'eceive through approval. It would appear that the holding company

through pension plans and other fringe benefits might be in a position

to attract and hold official talent that would not otherwise be available

ecePt possibly to the two largest banks in the group. In addition,

the four smaller subsidiary banks could obtain some of the advantages

r larger scale operations. As to the convenience and needs of the

c°1/344nities, he had concluded that the holding company would be in a

11°Gition to enlarge the services of all the banks except the two larger

Governor Balderston, in his analysis, then turned to a consideration

Or Possible reasons for disapproving the application. In this connection,

he Pointed out that the views that he had reached prior to the Board's

l'eceiPt of the Justice Department statement regarding the application

ler'e in no way altered as a result of reading that statement. He had

c°1be to feel that, in considering reasons for disapproval, it was

ilecessary to take into account not only the proposed combination but
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a150 the trend toward concentration of banking resources in Virginia.

The proposed internal structure of United Virginia, he noted, resembled

that of Virginia Commonwealth in that each proposal included one large

bank. United Virginia proposed to acquire banks holding 10.3 per cent

Of' the total deposits of insured commercial banks in Virginia, this

Percentage being about twice as large as that for each of the other

hcading companies in the State. He noted that in the Florida case the

11°1cling company banks would have held 13.2 per cent of the deposits.

The percentage of deposits that would be controlled by United Virginia,

hile not substantially different from that in the Florida case, would

still be small, of course, in relation to deposits held by such holding

e°131Panies as Northwest Bancorporation and First Bank Stock Corporation.

Governor Balderston went on to say that in considering the needs

8441 welfare of the communities, the question of local monopoly should

be taken into account. The answer here would turn on how much freedom

°I' choice would remain for bank customers if the proposal were carried

Out A review of the facts in this case would seem to indicate that

ellst°Iners in the localities involved would have sufficient options if

the wished to deal with local or independent-type banks.

Looking at the question in terms of aggregate deposits and the

ktential effect of the four holding companies on the banking offices

l'erilaining independent, as well as the effect on very small banks,

-,Gove,.nor Balderston said that he did not agree with the position taken

14 the Justice Department statement that, unless the trend toward
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e°ncentration in commercial banking was checked in its incipiency, the

holding company groups would become dominant in the areas in which they

ere located. Approval of the instant application would in no way

Laterfere with disapproval of any future application that might lead

to holding company dominance. He then pointed out reasons why he did

h°t consider that any of the banks involved in this proposal would

°"11/0Y a dominant position in the area in which it was located, mentioning

enPecially the competition that Washington, D. C., banks would provide

the Alexandria bank. Also, he referred to the Justice Department

statement to the effect that if the United Virginia application were

413roved and the proposed merger of First and Merchants National Bank

(311 Richmond and First National Bank of Newport News were consummated,

three holding companies and one bank would control 75 per cent of the

l'esourc es of all Richmond banks. He questioned whether this was

luiclesirable in a city the size of Richmond. Although four holding

Companies 
would hold about 24 per cent of the deposits in the State if

the United Virginia application were approved, there would still remain

14rge independent banks ranking first, third, fifth, sixth, seventh,

414 eighth among the State's ten largest banks.

After analyzing the proposal along the lines mentioned, Governor

lialderston said he had decided to vote for approval, having concluded

that four of the communities affected might gain some advantages in the

area
or management, more efficient operations, and a wider range of
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services. In his judgment, the present and potential disadvantages of

the Proposal were not sufficiently adverse to warrant disapproval.

Chairman Martin then stated that he would vote to approve the

aPPlication on the basis of the analysis made by the Division of

lbcaminations.

Accordingly, the application was approved, Governor Robertson

dissenting, and it was understood that the Legal Division would prepare

r°1' the Board's consideration drafts of an order and statement reflecting

this decision, and that a dissenting statement by Governor Robertson

alsc)Nitiuld be prepared.

Messrs. Young, Noyes, Smith, and Veenstra then withdrew from

the fleeting.

Application of First Oklahoma Bancorporation, Inc. Mr. O'Connell

tePorted that a motion to reopen the record to permit cross examination

On matters received in evidence had been received from counsel for

Prctesting banks in the matter of the application of First Oklahoma

13511e°rPoration, Inc., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. (The Board had voted

t° aPProve the application on October 31, 1962, but the order and

atatement covering the Board's action had not yet been issued.)

Mr. O'Connell summarized the motion and pointed out that the

ik)ard had a 10-day period within which to reply. The Legal Division

l'eccenzended that the motion be denied and that an order covering the

szienial be issued on or before the date of the Board's order and

tatement covering the Board's approval of First Oklahoma's application.
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There being agreement with this suggestion, it was understood

that the Legal Division would prepare for the Board's consideration a

4raft of order covering denial of the request.

All members of the staff except Mr. Sherman then withdrew from

the meeting.

Appointment of director of Kansas City Reserve Bank. Chairman

Martin referred to the action taken by the Board in tendering appointment

48 a Class C director of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City for

the three-year term beginning January 1, 1963, to Lean A. McGee, President

csrXerr=McGee Oil Industries, Incorporated, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Re Said that he wanted to inform the members of the Board of developments

ill connection with Mr. McGeels appointment. The latter, when approached,

11114 indicated an interest in accepting the appointment and had stated

that he would meet the statutory requirement of not being a director

°t 4 commercial bank. He also was willing to dispose of stock that he

in banks but, when he looked into the results of an outright sale

°I' his stock, he found that the tax that would have to be paid would be

151"ohibitive. Therefore, he had inquired of the Kansas City Bank whether

he '10111d have complied with the statutory requirements if he and two

*lends of his formed a holding company, in which Mr. McGee would have

4 nority interest, to which all of his bank stock would be transferred

'41a the assets of which would consist less than 49 per cent of bank

8t3C116. Chairman Martin stated that Messrs. Sherman and Hackley had

intormed him of the inquiry, which had been directed to the General
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Counsel of the Kansas City Bank, and of Mr. Hackley's opinion that as

4 legal matter the transfer by Mr. McGee of all of his bank shares to

the holding company would result in technical compliance with the law.

Chairman Martin stated that when he was informed of this he felt that

the legal compliance was all that should be required of an appointee.

Governor Mitchell inquired whether, apart from legal compliance,

this Mould be consistent with the spirit of the law. He felt that this

Ifas an element that the Board would be interested in.

There followed a discussion of Governor Mitchell's question and

or other possible alternatives that Mr. McGee might follow, including

the transfer of stock to an irrevocable trust and the tax consequences

81Ach a transfer. In the course of this discussion, Governor Robertson

stated that he felt the question here was not necessarily limited to

techAical or legal compliance with the statute. He was satisfied with

the view expressed by the Board's General Counsel that Mr. McGee would

ilect he a stockholder of any bAnk under the holding company arrangement

14'°1508ed by Mr. Kerr's attorneys. However, although he doubted any

lsaal question could be raised, he felt that the purpose of the statute

viaa something to which the Board should give attention.

Chairman Martin responded that the problem of obtaining men as

411‘ectors of the Federal Reserve Banks was becoming more and more

dirr4
4.cult. This question had originated as an inquiry to the Kansas

ett''Y Bank on whether the proposed arrangement would result in compliance

with the statute, and when the Legal Division assured him that the
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Proposed arrangement would provide compliance with the law he felt

that this was as far as the Board should go. If the Board undertook

to extend tests of this sort beyond the statutory provisions, it might

/tell find difficulty and embarrassment in explaining a ruling that a

Ian was not eligible because the Board did not believe technical

eftlaiance satisfied the spirit of the law. On the whole, he felt

that literal compliance with the statute offered a practicable line to

tollow.

In the course of the discussion, question was raised as to

vhether Mr. McGee should be informed of the fact that the matter had

be" brought to the Board's attention, and it was the consensus that

eihoe the Board had been informed of the inquiry and of the views

ecl)reseed by its General Counsel, there was no reason why Mr. McGee

4/111d not be told that the Board was aware of the proposed arrangement

414 felt that it met the statutory requirements.

The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Note: Governor Shepardson today

approved on behalf of the Board the execution

of a contract with the National Bureau of

Economic Research, Inc., New York, New

York, to furnish the Board with the results

of various 1962 Bureau research projects

at a cost of $7,500, as recommended in a

memorandum from Mr. Noyes, Director,

Division of Research and Statistics,

dated November 7, 1962. It was understood

that it would be made clear to the Bureau

that the Board did not propose to make

any similar contract in the future. It



was also understood that the payment under
the contract would result in an overexpenditure
In the pertinent account of the 1962 budget
of the Division of Research and Statistics.
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tear. 
Sir:

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

• OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D.

Item No. 1
11/15/62

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

November 16, 1962.

title c
The Board has authorized a survey to be conducted of negotiable

r ertificates of deposit issued by large commercial banks. The survey

the ,eeemmended by the System Research Advisory Committee and
 cleared by

'cmraittee on Research and Statistics of the Conference of Presidents.

banks Coverage of the survey is to include all weekly reporting member

appre and any other banks in your District which you think might have an

egarvpciable volume of such certificates outstanding. The date set for the

am sY i8 December 5, 1962. A copy of the survey reporting form is attached

forwsufficient additional copies for the survey in your District are being

arded under separate cover. Instructions for processing the reports

summarizing the data will be forwarded at a later date.

J4dgila The purposes of the survey are (a) to help provide a basis for

aeededg whether a regular reporting series on negotiable certificates is

4ed
eri"
),and (b) if such a series appears desirable, to supply information

4/141 Kor designing a suitable reporting form and respondent bank 
sample.

coittnit.ts of the survey will be transmitted to the appropriate System research

teea for appraisal of the significance of the findings and dev
elopment

/ sPec ific series proposals that might appear warranted at this stage.

Very truly yours,

Merritt Sh6rman,
Secretary.

E PRESIDENTS OF ALL FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS.


